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Paul Henissart

The Idols of the Tribe
I had been praying so long that my knees
began to ache and burn as they did when they
were scraped and my father washed off the dirt
and applied iodine. I sat back heavily on the
bench. Everybody around was kneeling; heads
were bowed and they were watching Mr. Har
low. I started to count the heads with my fin
ger but my mother leaned forward so that she
could see across my sister, and frowned at me.
Then it was time for Mr. Harlow to face us
and announce what was going to happen next
week. Only, this Sunday, it was different. Be
sides all the extra flowers and candles at the
altar, there were many more people than came
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regularly to the eleven-o'clock service. That
was because it was Easter. What Mr. Harlow
said this time was different too. He said Ger
man planes might fly over Long Island, headed
for New York, within half an hour. As soon as
we heard the warning siren we were to march
out in close order, singing "Onward Christian
Soldiers" to the cellar of the parish house
across the street. He hoped that meanwhile the
service could continue.
I was excited. I got ready to leave, expect
ing that my family and others would not wait
for the alarm. My mother had on the new rose
bonnet, which she had been trying on before a
1

mirror for two days. Underneath the rose brim
her face had paled. My father who was at the
far side of the pew began to whisper in her
ear and I saw how she steadied herself. "No,
Paul. We'll stay." She smiled.
When the organist had played the hymn's
first stanza softly we stood up. I could picture
the Messerschmitts sweeping across the sky,
over the rooftops, and strafing us. At the
weekly assembly in school our principal had
talked about the boys and girls of Greece and
Poland. The first thing to do was to spot in
cendiary bombs.
I waited and waited. All through the ser
mon I expected the fire-trucks to dash past with
sirens moaning, warning us. I watched my
father glance at his wristwatch and fold his
arms on his chest. The first stirring and whis
pering after Mr. Harlow's announcement had
died out. In the pulpit he was trying energet
ically to divert our attention. It was curious:
midway in the sermon, without anyone speak
ing or even signalling, a feeling spread through
the church that a half hour was past. Most of
the men shuffled and glanced discreetly at their
watches. There was no alarm still. The ten
sion relaxed.
Outside, when the service was ended, people
crowded around Mr. Harlow who was shaking
his head and smiling. I frowned and blinked in
the sunlight.
"They may still come. Maybe they'll bomb
us when we're having dinner," I suggested.
"Mr. Harlow says the bulletin he received
was a false-alarm," my sister said.
We started home. My mother was walking
with her head tilted proudly and I did not think
she had even heard me; but after a few steps
she said quickly, "Don't be foolish, Paul. But
that reminds me we haven't anything for des
sert at dinner and we might just as well stop in
at the bakery."
Our house was several blocks down the
street. I was glad to walk in the warm air that
made me think of a sandlot near a park where
I had used to play until one summer and the
sunlight glared in my eyes and trembled in the
dust licked up during the game and mottled the
rubbery magnolia leaves in the park. I had
liked that place; it was somewhere in Virginia
and I forgot the name right afterward, but al
ways remembered summer together with it;
2

and now I felt that way, springy on my feet
and warm and excited, having forgotten about
the air raid, and I was waiting for summer to
come again.
We passed some friends seated on the porch,
reading the funny papers. They waved lazily.
It was peaceful along the sidewalk and on the
lawns and in the houses; and I did not think
those people were even conscious there had
been an air-raid scare.
We turned off on Union Turnpike, which cut
across the length of the village and served as
our main street. An increasing drone overhead
made us look up.
"That's an Interceptor," I said. A second
plane shot out from behind a flock of meek,
white clouds and raced high across the blue
ceiling.
"What's that one?" my father asked, "I
suppose you can identify each model?"
I considered. "That must be a Curtis Kittyhawk—although, of course, it's awfully high
up to see."
"John, it would be awful if ... " my mother
began.
"Nonsense! They're just maneuvering. I
don't believe it was very tactful of Harlow to
frighten the congregation because of a rumor.
Considering the day it is, it's a wonder more
hysterical tales than that haven't gotten
about."
"I don't like being caught in the open street
like this!"
My father glanced sharply at my mother.
Then he said, "Good! Let's get on home. I'm
getting hungry!"
"I bet they're scouting!" I shouted. "Cir
cling around like that — see, the first one's
coming back now; that shows they're on watch
for something."
My sister snickered. Once more I was excited.
On Sundays, very few stores on Union Turn
pike managed to keep awake; one of the few
was Katz's Bakery. Mr. Katz was a plump pale
German with a sandy bar of mustache which
stood stiffly on guard between his nose and up
per lip. When Mr. Katz grew upset the sandy
hairs bristled. Usually, however, Mr. Katz
was placid and quite goodnatured, and that was
why we stopped by his store often after church.
He baked very light layer cakes.
We stepped into the dark cramped store,
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which smelled of flour and malt because of the
ovens in back, and at the sound of our footsteps
clicking on the tile floor Mr. Katz appeared in
the doorway of the wood partition which
screened the rear.
"Are you going to get it?" I asked my
mother suddenly. There was a chocolate layer
cake displayed in the window which I had
wanted for a long time.
"So!" said Mr. Katz. "The young man has
decided already."
When he was wrapping up the cake my
mother said, "Did you receive any warning?
About a possible air raid, I mean. No one seems
very interested and I don't think it's right. If
only for precaution."
"Didn't you see our planes just now?" I said.
My father cut the thing short. "For heaven's
sake, Ann, don't make a story out of it! Likely
someone mistook a routine flight along the
coast. Everyone on Long Island has jitters
after four months of war, apparently." He
look at Mr. Katz's stubby fingers gathering the
two ends of the piece of string around the pack
age. Mr. Katz tied a knot, gave my mother
change, and looked up from the counter for the
first time.
"I do not think they will bomb us. I do not
think they should be that foolish," he said flat
ly.
All of us stared. It was the way of saying
it; as if he foresaw beyond question the im
possibility of an air raid. It reminded me of a
man not willing to budge one step from the
place where he was standing in the street; not
willing or able to see that other people in the
street had to pass by and would not be stopped.
"Well, well. To be sure, we'll know in suffi
cient time if any German bombers venture to
this side." My father looked at Mr. Katz, then
turned brusquely to my mother. "Are you
ready ?"
He did not think they would bomb us . . .
That upset me. If there was not even a chance
of their coming ... I said aloud, "I bet we are
bombed. I bet some people would like us to be
caught off guard. Mr. Olcott at school says
we have a lot of spies in every community.
Even if they're naturalized."
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"Oh, keep quiet, Paul," my sister said. "You
don't know anything about it."
My parents glanced back. Mr. Katz stared at
me curiously and shrugged his shoulders.
"There's no call to talk in that way," my
father said to me audibly.
Mr. Katz came forward suddenly as if some
new customer had entered the store. He was
not looking at me any longer.
"Why do you people come in here every Sun
day if you think this way about my politics and
train our children so? I have my regular cus
tomers. I don't need this sort of business." I
watched the hairs bristling. He was waiting
for an explanation and his pale blue eyes stared
at us.
"Don't worry, we won't bother you in the
future." My father held open the door for my
mother and sister.
Mr. Katz continued to watch us and, sudden
ly he said, "Bah! you English people in this vil
lage are all alike!"
Nobody said much the rest of the way. The
planes still swooped and banked like blue gulls
overhead. I said, "Do you think he's really a
spy?"
"Haven't you wondered about enough things
already?" my mother said. She compressed her
lips and walked rapidly down the street so that
I had to jog along to keep at her side. She had
forgotten the rose bonnet. "I didn't like his at
titude," she said finally.
"What can you expect?" my father said. "It's
instinctive in them."
"Did you see the way he tried to assert him
self the moment we did the decent thing?"
"Well," my father said, "that's the way they
are."
"He didn't deny anything Paul said about
defeatism."
Only, I didn't listen after that. As they talk
ed about Mr. Katz I remembered the chocolate
layer cake. I knew it would be fresh and light
and crumbling inside, and topped with dark,
smooth, bitter chocolate. I guessed it was the
last layer cake we would buy at Mr. Katz's.
I was sorry for that, only it was necessary.
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George Hemphill

On Prose Metaphor
Modern poets have been "without laurels,"
and it should not surprise us if we find them
asserting sometimes the high importance of
their work. Among them, Mr. Tate, I think, has
mixed most strenuously the two tools which
poetry-as-knowledge has:
What shall we say who have knowledge
Carried to the heart? Shall we take the act
To the grave J Shall we, more hopeful, set up
the grave
In the house f The ravenous grave f
Leave now
The shut gate and the decomposing wall:
The gentle serpent, green in the mulberry bush,
Riots with his tongue through the hushSentinel of the grave who counts us all/
Evidently the poet here knows the use of sub
stantival imagery, which is his proper tool. He
uses tropes that import "irrelevance" into the
discourse; these might be called mimetic
tropes, which cite objects and dwell on them
lovingly ("after you have the argument you
can return and luxutiate in the substance"), as
distinguished rather sharply from didactic
tropes which teach or show, which lead you to
the argument by easy, human stages, and leave
you with no substance at all after you have dis
covered the argument. But Mr. Southard has
sensed in the tone of the lines above, especially
in the punctuation of the last line, a tool not the
exclusive property of the poet, which might be
called rhetoric, and which neighbors on the
didactic. It is not the purpose of this paper,
however, to make Mr. Tate out a rhetorical
poet. In his article "Literature as Knowledge"
he has, with a little hedging, defined the po
tentialities and limitations (more the former)
of poetry considered as an organon: "The com
pleteness of science is an abstraction covering
an ideal of co-operation among specialized
methods. No one can have an experience of
science, or of a single science. For the com
pleteness of Hamlet is not of the experimental
order, but of the experienced order: it is, in
short, of the mythical order. . . . Man, without
4

his mythologies, is an interpretant. . . . We
must return to, we must never leave, the poem
itself. Its 'interest' value is a cognitive one; it
is sufficient that here, in the poem, we get •
knowledge of the whole object." Part of the
object is the "prose," reducible object, but pre
cisely which part and how much of it we are
not told.
More straightforward is Mr. Ransom in his
"Poets Without Laurels." "The union of beau
ty with goodness and truth has been common
enough to be regarded as natural. It is the dis
sociation which is unnatural and painful. . . .
Poets are now under the influence of a perfect
ly arbitrary theory which I have called Puri
tanism. They pursue A, an aesthetic element.
. . . They will not permit the presence near it
of M, the moral element, because that will pro
duce the lemonade MA, and they do not approve
of lemonade. In lemonade the A gets itself
weakened and neutralized by the M.
"But it is possible that MA is not a drop of
lemonade after all, but a true molecule, into
which the separate M and the separate A have
disappeared and out of which an entirely new
taste is born."
Wallace Stevens is presented as a Puritan
poet who pursues A to the exclusion of M. Mr.
Tate is clearly concerned with M, and with A
also, and to him is given the metaphysical bell:
he compounds M and A, does not merely mix
them as Tennyson did. I'm not interested in
attacking Mr. Tate's position here, but would
suggest sometimes he pursues A for the sake
of M, which may well be heretical for a poet.
Also I should wonder if Mr. Stevens really is
interested in pure A. In the one poem Mr.
Ransom mentions, he surely seems to be. But
is M the only "form" a poet may be interested
in ? Obviously not. I am not prepared to defend
Mr. Stevens, but suggest pure A cannot be the
interest of even such a lover of nature as Dr.
Williams. The "forms" of these Puritans are
tenuous and hardly Moralistic. I should think
that for good poetry the "form" would have to
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be there but would not have to be an M element.
Certainly Stevens and Williams would be "bet
ter" poets if their aesthetic effects depended
more upon some "formal" (moral, ethical, dra
matic, ideal) effects; but in their strategy they
avoid assiduously the heresy of Progress in
Poetry (of which, with some preparation, I
might accuse Mr. Tate) by means of the poet's
proper tool: substantival imagery; poetry
made an organon instead of a way of looking at
things and knowing about them. A Puritan, I
should think, would avoid all formal "hind
rances" whatsoever; a "good metaphysical"
would make his forms dramatic at all times,
perhaps but not necessarily moral. Poetry
should keep a firm hold on its perceptual pre
tensions, for with its little concepts accom
panying it can know things better than they
can be known in nature; but must leave all con
ceptual pretensions to prose metaphor, which
is the subject of this paper:
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A, B, and C are symbols or predications. In
I, a mathematical argument, they are simply
letters; in n, a prose argument they are prose
metaphors; and in III, a poetic argument, they
are poetic images. An argument in I would be:
A If p, then q.
B p.
C Therefore q.
The shape of the symbols is irrelevant; the
"area" of their irrelevance is shown in the dia
gram. We do not remark their irrevelance so
there are no dotted lines in I.
In III it may be noted that the "area" of "ir
revelance" is scored, and the dotted lines are
tangent, meaning that we are invited to "par
ticipate" in the images. The argument is
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there,the line passing somewhere through A,
B, and C, but it is such a trifling affair we know
there must be more to the complete poem than
that. Example:
Salvation is a salmon speared,
the ancient Fisher cried.
We have a substantival image of the Fisher,
the salmon, the spear, and perhaps the stream.
We might pick our way through the images as
they are related in this particular argument,
and find a "tenor"; but that's the least of our
job. There are no crosshairs on A, B, and C in
figure III: the argument is not determined by
the fine "necessary implication" we met with
in I. We can explore the "irrelevance" of the
items in III as far as their "body" permits.
The argument in figure II masks as a poetic
argument. Plato in Phaedrus calls this kind of
prose argument "dialectic art," and an art it is,
or more accurately a techne or skill. It is found
in all didactic prose, though sometimes the
prose of fiction may be more accurately called
"mixed" or "literary" prose, because it has cer
tain mimetic imagery mixed with the business
or narrative prose. The prose of the dictionary
tries to be mathematical, likewise the prose of
catalogues, Who's Who, many schoolbooks
written in ignorance of Plato or "psychology."
In this paper I will consider the last kind of
writing beneath the interest necessary for dis
cussion, but will concentrate on the distinction
between "mixed" prose and didactic prose.
A good example of the former is Mr. Hem
ingway's sketch preceding Chapter V of the
Nick stories:
They shot the six cabinet ministers at half-past
six in the morning against the wall of a hospital.
There were pools of water in the courtyard. There
were wet dead leaves on the paving of the court
yard. It rained hard. All the shutters of the hos
pital were nailed shut. One of the ministers was
sick with typhoid. Two soldiers carried him down
stairs and out into the rain. They tried to hold him
up against the wall but he sat down in a puddle of
water. The other five stood very quietly against
the wall. Finally the officer told the soldiers it was
no good trying to make him stand up. When they
fired the first volley he was sitting down in the
water with his head on his knees.

Part of this is good reporting and part is "sub
stantival." We have lumps of each side by
side. A conscientious City Editor would have
to bluepencil the loving remarks about the
leaves and the shutters, and perhaps more;
5

these items just take up space on the front
page. They are "poetic." The burden of the
Nick stories is, that there is Cruelty in Life,
whether in War or Peace. It should be re
marked that Mr. Hemingway is very careful
about his formal elements: he does not want
them to be directly moral, even though he is a
great moralist. His style is something like an
inversion of Mr. Tate's poetic style: both men
have Messages for us, but they are confident
pure M is not what they want to write about.
Mr. Tate obscures his M with A, Mr. Heming
way writes of inverted M and decks it out with
A elements, which, since he is a prosewriter,
are details of speech, dress, custom, and in the
more literary passages, landscape. The cabinet
ministers were killed in the water. Water is
cold, wet, nasty. Mr. Hemingway wants us to
know how Nick knew that Life was Cruel so
that we will know that Life is Cruel. I would
not call Mr. Hemingway a poet even in the pas
sage above (although I will admit my point is
a very small one). He is the kind of Tennyson
we relish in these later days. In short, he is a
Good Prosewriter.
The distinction between didactic and mimetic
imagery is even sharper if we take for an ex
ample of the former a selection which is ad
mittedly didactic. To stay in the works of the
same writer, who is widely recognized as a
proswriter (but perhaps not as widely recog
nized as a moralist for our time) we will con
sider a passage from Death in the Afternoon, a
treatise on bullfighting. In advance it may be
remarked how sly and farworking a moralist
this man is: nowhere is the question raised
seriously in the book, Is bullfighting moral?
The question is absurd for Mr. Hemingway. He
has a great talent for dismissing as philistines
or palefaces those who wonder at the direct
morality of bullfighting. "What is moral is
what you feel good after, what is immoral you
feel bad after." Mr. Hemingway feels good af
ter bullfighting: he is concerned with the
Sportsman's Ethics, which is at least as good
as the Hindu's.
A bull that has successfully charged the horses
and has killed or wounded one or several of his
opponents goes on to the rest of the fight believing
that his charges will lead to something and if he
continues to charge, he will get the horn into some
thing again. On such a bull the bullfighter can play
to the extent of his artistic ability as an organist
can play on a pipe organ that is pumped for him.
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The pipe organ, and let us say the steam calliope if
the symbols are becoming too delicate, are, I be
lieve, the only musical instruments in which the
musician utilizes a force which is already there,
simply releasing this force in the directions he
chooses rather than applying force in a varying de
gree himself to produce music. So the pipe organ
and the steam calliope are the only musical instru
ments whose players can be compared to a matador.
A bull that does not charge is like an unpumped pipe
organ or a steamless calliope and the performance
the bullfighter can give with such a bull is only
comparable in brilliance and lucidity with that which
would be given by an organist who had also to
pump his pipe organ or a calliopeist who must at
the same time stoke his calliope.

Bull and organ: Mr. Hemingway is not intent
that we get the image of the organist at his
pipe organ, the sun perhaps over his shoulder,
its light filtering through the stained-glass win
dows. No. He has reference to that perverse
impulse when he adds the calliope mockingly,
"if the symbols are getting too delicate" for
his tenor, which is the bull, and not tender at
all. He recognizes that in prose metaphor we
instinctively repulse all images which are ir
relevant; instead we are intent on being taught,
which I should distinguish from learning, as
about Fishers, salmon, and spears. Prose meta
phor, as Plato well knew, is the great teacher.
If I may go back to my diagram: Mathematical
argument is good for synthesizing terms once
thought to be independent of each other, and
showing their necessary relation. Ultimately
mathematics gives us a handy expression for
unwieldy terms, and gives us a usable result.
Prose argument is for the Guardians of the
Republic who are ignorant of past syntheses,
who would never learn of them, perhaps, with
out easy examples (i.e., metaphors: which in
mathematics would be despised as "special
cases"; but teachers of mathematics sometimes
use special cases so a student will get the drift
before the class goes on to the "generalized
theory"). The metaphor may have a relatively
harmless tenor, as in the last example above,
or a big moral tenor, as in the previous one.
Poetic argument is for a leisurely and "thick"
knowledge of things we might already "know"
but which in poetic dramatization gain a new
perspective. The lines from Mr. Blackmur are
"about" Salvation, and therein are potentially
moralistic, but more importantly for poetry, I
think, they are about this particular Fisher
and his foolish little saying, his nearly incon
sequential dramatic existence.
(Continued on page 14)
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Cameron Macauley

The Warmth of Winter
As Ed used the grey metal knocker on the
door at Russ' house he could almost see Russ
opening it and smiling and saying, "Well, I'll
be damned, come in." When it finally opened
his imagination of Russ was suddenly replaced
by Russ' wife standing with her legs apart in
the open doorway. She smiled too. Her smile
was different than Russ' kind of tough smile.
She gave you the sudden impression of guilt
by it. She smiled so much in that funny little
way that you soon were trying to put the idea
out of your head. It was hard though. Ed's
impression was that she had just drowned the
baby, or forgotten and burned a cake, or set the
house on fire and here she stood in front of
him admitting it all in that sickish, guilty
smile.
She even smiled when she said, "Russ ain't
home now. He's making a run to Ohio. Won't
you come in."
He stood on the porch in the white cold and
looked at her thin figure in that dirty pink
housedress. He said, "I figured he was home
and thought I'd come over to smoke and talk
with him."
"He ain't home but I'd love to sit and smoke
with you. It's awful cold out and you need
some warming anyway. I'll get some whisky."
Ed went in.
They sat on the davenport. She smelled warm
and Ed liked it. He didn't know much about
Mrs. Ramey except she had had a baby about
four months ago. That was quite evident be
cause the bedroom door was open. She rose
slowly as if she didn't want to. As she walked
down the short green hall toward the door he
watched her bare legs and the bottom of her
pink dress jump up a little with each step.
When she came back with the bottle and siphon
and glasses he watched her newly-made-up face
coming closer and closer until she stood by the
table pouring the whisky. She'd just put on
some cheap perfume too. He couldn't smell
that more human smell now. Now and then
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she went a few feet away and answered the
phone or turned on the radio. Then the smell
of the baby would break through the perfume.
In a house with a baby there's always that very
clean, pink smell. It's everywhere. Ed hated
it. She was always right back at his side,
though, looking closely at him. She had a way
about her. She looked at his eyes when he
said something and then when she was talking
she would look up and and around his face and
at his hair. Ed felt uneasy at first. But he
liked it
"You haven't been over for a long time. Not
since before the baby," she said.
"No but Russ' been up to my place about
three times this winter."
"It's damn cold, ain't it?"
"Ya, it's sure a corker. But I sort of like it
tonight. It's been blizzardy and messy cold,
but tonight the snow's soft and fluffy and white
and the air's clear. That's how I like my win
ters. You can almost hear birds singing."
"Guess that's the way I like it too. The bright
lights shining in the white snow."
Neither said anything for quite a while. They
just sat and drank and listened to the dance
music on the radio. The baby's cry broke
through now and then. Honey Hill sang Angry.
He sounded like a farmer... It was getting dark
er and the only light in the room, on the radio
dial, seemed to grow brighter. She turned and
smiled that way at him again. Then she look
ed up at the wave in his black hair above his
right eye. He felt embarrassed. He said, "So
Russ' in Ohio, Mrs. Ramey?"
"My name's Bertha," she replied. "When you
say Mrs. it makes you seem like a salesman."
"Who's Russ trucking for now, Bertha?" It
sounded queer to say it right back to her for
the first time. She was sitting very close and
she felt warm next to him.
She was silent a minute as if she was think
ing. Then she took a long drink and finished
the glass to catch up with Ed. While she filled
7

them again, she talked quickly. "Scot's Cut
Rate Drug Chain. Russ owns four cabs and
four semis now and he's got another truck but
the finance company still's got their claws on
it."
Ed turned around and looked out at the blue
clear light outdoors that fell in sharp grada
tions from the light street to under the trees
and then the darkness on the porch. That's how
he happened to put his arm up on the sofa back
behind Bertha's shoulders. When he turned
around he was talking but he didn't take his
arm down again. He said, "You're sure lucky
to have Russ and the baby."
"Oh, that damn baby," she said. Then she
was silent a minute. Then she talked quickly
again as if she wanted to get it out ahead of
her conscience, if she had one. Ed wondered.
"You want a baby so damn bad. And then you
get one and it turns out to be a howling pest.
It is always yelling when your poor head aches
and is messin' when you're tired. I don't have
much fun no more. I love to go out and Russ
is only home a couple of nights a week between
runs. Then he don't want to go out no more. All
he wants to do is to eat and go to bed with me.
But I really wanted more in a man than a damn
good truck driver. You ain't married are you
Ed?"
"No, I ain't married yet," he replied.
"Ain't you going to get married?"
"Not until I get as good a woman as you,
Bertha. I step a lot, like quite a few. I have
my fun single, and I don't like brats either."
"Brats, is about what they are, too," said
Bertha looking away. She said it as if she
thought brat meant something else that he had
just applied to children.
Ed slipped his arm farther down the couch
back until it was close around her. She said
nothing. Her short skirt was above her knees,
he noticed. She didn't have bad knees he
thought. The music was soft now and it was
quite dark in the room. Each note came more
clearly and seemed louder than the one before
it. There was no more crying from the bedroom.
Bertha finally said, "Baby's dead," in a queer
hoarse voice.
Ed was startled, "What?"
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Bertha laughed, "I always say she can't be
alive and quiet at the same time, so she must
be dead." Ed laughed. Then in the quiet that
followed he wondered why he had. It had
seemed right to laugh and funny after she had
just said it. But now it seemed a morbid joke.
He broke the clear stillness. "Russ been away
quite a while now?"
"No, just left this morning about ten. He'll
be back in a couple of days if he don't get play
ing around in Toledo on the way back like
last time."
"Women?"
"One." She paused. "I think." The Memphis
Blues ended on the radio. An announcer broke
in. "Damn Whore," she said.

A
&

They could hear a steady car horn away out
in the cold. Then there was some hot music.
Bertha turned quickly, stopped smiling and
said loudly and breathing hard, "Godamnit
take me out." She was very close. Almost
grabbing Ed. Ed's thoughts went through his
mind as mixed and as quickly as an expert
shuffling a deck of cards on the table. First it
seemed impossible—his friend Russ. The baby
alone. Neighbors seeing, talking. People talking.
He always had a way to put that thought down.
He didn't give a damn who talked about him,
what they said. He lived his own little life and
to hell with the gabbers. Russ was far, far
away on the road. Or more likely in a hamburg joint flirting with the waitress and play
ing a slot machine. Or getting slapped by a
clerk in one of the drugstores he drove for. Or
sleeping with some moldy bitch in Toledo. He
knew Russ. Russ never spared the fun for no
wife and baby. He went right on track, tailing
HIKA for

pairs of legs like he had at twenty. He needn't
worry about Russ. Russ did sort of like the
kid, though.
Bertha was turning, the instant that Ed
shuffled these thoughts through his mind. Then
she looked right into his eyes and smiled that
way. A long smile, a pleading one. He felt
like saying, "Now, sister, you have got a real
right to look guilty." But covering over that
thought he noticed they were both breathing
hard. He needed her that icy night.
If a person had been walking on the shoveled
sidewalks and was going through the foot-deep,
trampled snow in front of Russ' brick place,
stepping high in the snow, he would have wond
ered why some one inside turned a lamp on and
right off again in the dark room. No one was
walking in the cold night on the street then.
Only a worn, shivering dog trotted slowly on
the sidewalk across the street. The creature
was headed toward an indistinct place ahead,
down the street, down the hill. A place where
tomorrow's light would show as an unfamiliar
spot like those had been behind him. A new
place for a moment, an old one as he left it.
Inside, Ed said, "Where'll we go."
"To Coronado Park."
"I thought that was an amusement park."
"It is but in the winter they have dancing
and a show. There's a nice little beer garden
with white leather chairs."
"I never went there. Wonder why. Course
I didn't know. Sure let's go." Ed breathed even
faster. He could just see her fine hair against
the window, outlined. That and the perfume was
about all until she moved away and reached
for the pink silk light cord with a glass gold
fish on the end. When she moved just that
little bit away her warmness was already gone
and the invisible air rushed in and played against him. The light in the pink, old silk lamp
shade flashed on and hurt his eyes. So he
moved quickly, clumsily over toward her,
bumping his hip on hers and with a fast move
ment of hand grabbed the cord and swung it in
a fast arc to the floor. The light was out, the
old floor lamp stayed with the cord and hit the
floor making the sound of silk and wire break
ing. Ed didn't hear it. Bertha either. That
same second he'd grabbed her and she respond
ed. He put more into that kiss than he thought
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he had. It seemed different from the others.
She gave more than women usually do.
When they were apart she said, "Let's go,"
She said it sleepily without sharp corners to her
words. Neither moved, though. Both sat silent
ly, thinking. Their minds working slowly as if
they were drugged. The car horn that they
had heard a few minutes before seemed to con
tinue its steady tone and come closer. It push
ed the thoughts of each mind into the other
until finally it crowded them out altogether
and they both turned around and watched the
car approaching. A bewildered and angry face
of a fat woman, driving, seemed a floating spot
in the darkness in the car. It went slowly past,
the sound increasing until it was opposite them
and then slowly it died down after the car was
out of sight in the darkness.
Bertha was gone from him for a minute and
then was standing between Ed and the light she
had just turned on. He said, "The horn's stuck.
I saw a taxi in Chicago do it once and the driver
got out in the middle of all the traffic and lifted
the hood, pulled out a handful of wires and
broke the horn." She paused until he'd finished.
He looked up and down her. He thought the
lamp behind her silhouetted her figure in her
dress. He wasn't quite sure. She smiled and
said, "I'll be ready in a minute."
When they left the house it began snowing
very slowly and brightly. This didn't change
the clear air or the brightness of the lights
shining in the snow.
Russ liked to talk with himself, out loud, as
he drove. He'd made at least one remark about
the looks of all the women he'd seen in the
streets coming back. When he had left Toledo
it hadn't been snowing, but between Adrian
and Jackson he'd run into a light downfall. The
fluffy flakes swept up in gusts against the wind
shield. Frost formed everywhere except where
the defroster did good. The heater made the
cab warm and the radio was working quite
well. It was the same program that Ed and
Bertha were hearing home, at his house. Russ,
of course, didn't know. He had been smoking
listening to the swing music.
Tiny Hill announced the Memphis Blues.
(Continued on page 12)
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News Items
HUGH LAWRENCE

RIFLE TEAM

On July 18, a report was received by Presi
dent Chalmers to the effect that Hugh Law
rence, Kenyon 1939, had been killed on the Pa
cific Front. Hugh was serving as an ensign on
active duty.

Because of the increasing importance of
marksmanship, the Athletic Department has
brought Mr. Lewis Williams from Brooklyn,
New York, to coach the Rifle Team, and also to
give all deferred service men the regular Army
training program in the use of the rifle. These
men meet every Monday, Wednesday, and Fri
day to learn the construction of the weapon, to
gain sighting practice and to receive instruc
tion in the art of triangulation, a method de
vised for more accurate marksmanship. At the
end of this course, all men will be given the
standard test as prescribed by the National
Rifle Association, also endorsed by the Army.
To pass such an examination, men must make
three targets in a prone position, two kneeling,
and one standing.

On July 25, however, President Chalmers
received the following letter from Hugh's
father:
"I am glad to be able to inform you that the
report issued by the Navy Department is false,
and that Hugh is alive and well. He is sta
tioned with the Allied Naval Force based in
Western Australia, and is doing remarkably
fine work according to the reports from the
Navy. He was made a Lieutenant (junior
grade) on June 17.
"Hugh was bombed out of Cavite, Manila,
and Java, and reported lost, but arrived in
Australia in rags, having lost everything ex
cept his life and honor."
While at Kenyon, Hugh was president of
Sigma Pi fraternity and was on the staffs of
the Collegian, Reveille, and Hika, which he
edited in his junior year. He was also a mem
ber of the International Relations and Dra
matic Clubs, the swimming team and Nu Pi
Kappa.

SECRETARY OF ENGLISH
DEPARTMENT
President Chalmers announced recently that
Dr. Timberlake, who is Mcllvain Associate Pro
fessor of English, will be chairman of the De
partment of English for the two-year period
1942-1944. The two-year term of Professor
Charles M. Coffin as chairman of the depart
ment has come to an end with the past academ
ic year; Dr. Timberlake, who served as chair
man in 1938-40, has accepted another two-year
term.
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For a rank of promarksman, you must make
20 targets out of a possible fifty; to be a marks
man, 25 out of 50; and to be a sharpshooter,
35 out of fifty. Mr. Williams says the men are
progressing rapidly: "At least they'll know the
difference between the barrel and the muzzle—
that's more than they knew in 1914."
The Rifle Club has formed an Honor Roll
for those men who really know how to pierce
the bullseye. Here are the top scorers: Broadhurst-94, MacDonald-94; Chase-89; Lincoln-86;
Stelmore-85; Djerassi-82; Hull-82; Stuart-80.
Mr. Williams will be in charge every Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday, from 2:15 on, and Ken
Cox will take over on Tuesdays, Thursdays,
Saturdays, and Sundays, from 3:30 to 5:30.
From the dues-paying members of the Rifle
Club will be formed two groups, the Reds and
the Blues, who will hold a shoulder to shoulder
rifle match sometime in the near future.
HIKA for

TO THE STUDENT BODY
In December 1855, a young Deke, D. D. Bene
dict, produced a pamphlet of four 18x10 pages.
On these pages were pictures made from wood
cuts he had carved himself. Some written mat
ter describing the purpose and activities of the
various societies completed the book. It was the
first issue of the third yearbook in the United
States. He called it The Reveille.
After Mr. Benedict accepted a position on the
Kenyon faculty, The Reveille was published ir
regularly by the literary socities, Nu Pi Kappa
and Philomathesian, then important influences
in the school, in 1860 and 1861 by the "inde
pendents," in 1862 by the Junior Class, and the
issues appearing between 1880 and 1888 by the
fraternities. After that the book was discon
tinued until 1893 and from then until 1900. The
book since 1900 has been published annually by
the Junior class.
In June 1942, The Reveille was dropped from
the budget of the Assembly fee. This meant
that the book had to be sold to the students in
dividually. In August of the same year solicit
ing was tried with poor results. Last month
another method of solicitation was tried with
better results, but with results that still pro
hibited the publication of a book this year. In
Sepember, the business manager, Neil Hardy,
left for the Army. In December the editor will
go. Excellent contracts with printer and en
graver have been cancelled. There will probably
be no Reveille for the duration of the war.
This means that another of the activities of
Kenyon has gone by the boards. The Reveille
now rests with the School of Equitation, School
of Aeronautics, and partially the Collegian,
The Dramatic Club (still functioning but less
frequently than before), and we foresee event
ually that even Hika may disappear. Such
dying is especially unfortunate for the publi
cations, for it will be decidedly more difficult
to start them again than it would have been to
have continued them, though this for The Re
veille under the circumstances was impossible.
Certainly none of the publications can hope to
maintain the excellence in resuming publica
tion that they maintained in dying. It is, how
ever, our sincere hope that as soon as the Col
lege arranges conditions permitting it some
student will have the energy and ambition and
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initiative in the future to start again the pub
lication of The Reveille. The present editorial
board and business board express its regret to
the students of Kenyon College for its present
discontinuation.
E. F. McGUIRE,
Editor of the 1944 Reveille

INTRAMURALS
Although the "Peeps" are the smallest di
vision on the Hill, they have come through the
summer baseball season undefeated, thus win
ning the summer baseball championship. With
Myron Monck pitching they beat the Phi Kaps,
7-3, to break a three-way tie between them
selves, the Delts, and the Phi Kaps for the
championship.
Although volleyball and baseball have been
the two predominating intramural sports for
this term, the coaching staff has arranged an
intramural relay race on the obstacle course in
Benson Bowl. Each division will have a six
man team, with the lowest sum total time of
any team winning.
Final baseball standings of each division for
the summer season are as follows:
Won
South Hanna
Middle Leonard
North Hanna
Middle Kenyon
South Leonard
West Wing
East Wing
North Leonard
Middle Hanna

7
7
6

5
4

5
3
3
0

Lost
0

1
2
2
3
4

5
4
7

As is expected, intramural touch football
will be played on the gridiron through the first
of November, under the direction of Coach
Rudy Kutler. Other intramural sports during
the Fail Term will be soccer and a cross-coun
try intramural race, similar to the obstacle re
lay race of the Summer Term. The plans for
Purple and White League have been abandon
ed, for the present, and all intramural games
will be scheduled as they were during the sec
ond half of the summer term.
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The Warmth of Winter
(Continued from page 9)
Russ turned the volume way down and taking
the cigar from his mouth said, "Godamn blues.
Ain't I got 'em, though. Those damn politicans
in the Ohio Road Commission. They could have
at least warned me about the new tonnage
license plate requirement. It's a racket. They
take twenty days to send them to you too. The
damn fools." He turned up the song as it fin
ished. Russ had crossed the high-level bridge
in Toledo when a spotting car picked him up
when they saw that his talegate lacked the new
license plate. He had been forced to unload
and send his cargo on by common-carrier and
then return to Michigan.
From Lansing on, the trip seemed short. He
felt dopey but not tired. The music went on
playing wildly, the snow blew and seemed deep
er here than in the South. It was very dark
and the motor droned so steadily that he felt
as if his brain were smothered. All of him
seemed dead, except that, whatever it was that
he steered with and smoked with, that some
thing woke him enough to flash his spotlight
back as a salute to another passing truck.
He arrived home just when the snow had
quickly stopped. He went on past the airport
just outside the city limits at his constant
speed. Then he cut it down. And like an old
phonograph the sound of the motor became
lower, but it was still monotonous and dulling
to his mind.
Just beyond the new postoffice on the southside of town, the lights of Coronado Park lit
the very low hanging, gray clouds. The wind
shield was nearly all covered with frost ex
cept the fan-shaped hole the defroster made.
He had had to bend down to see the lighted-up
clouds. It felt queer to move himself. He felt
suddenly tired. Then he sank back in the seat
more. This was better as he didn't bounce
around so much on the springing, high seat.
As the truck went on to Coronado Park he
had to wake himself enough to stop for a red
light. People were leaving the dance across
the street. The red stop light was very long.
He suddenly seemed awake. Through the hole
in the frost in front of him, he saw a couple
12

leave the curb, across from him. The light
turned green for him so now they were walking
against a red light. Russ started forth in
creeper gear toward them. It went very slowly.
The girl looked a little like Bertha to him. He
thought how warm it was going to be sleeping
with her tonight. He was suddenly glad he'd
had to turn back. As he drew closer to the
couple crossing, he noticed the woman's green
coat with a fur trim. He changed slowly into
second so as to let them clear. They were about
twenty feet away. The lights shined off the ice
on the pavement. They would have just clear
ed. Russ' timing was always good. But very
suddenly, he threw the gear lever hard, into
fourth, omitting third. They hurried on. The
motor sounded higher in the strain and the
cab jumped as it went forward. He had mov
ed so quickly the action surpised him. For such
an important, fast, decision the brain must
send out the message to the nerves more quick
ly and they in turn must respond as quickly and
as well. While he had done it he was sure he
was right and afterwards he felt the same.
When he was very close the time seemed
slow. Through the fanshaped hole he saw her
face very sharply. She turned her head, al
most slowly and looked up at him. Then she
opened her mouth and Ed who grabbed her
arm tightly, frowned hard and looked ahead.
The loose snow from the hood blew up in a
sweep against the windshield and shut out the
clear light for a second. Russ thought there
would have been more of a jolt going over but
it was very small.
As he pulled over to the side of the road and
went up a half of the short block, so as to
have room for the semi-trailer, he remembered
that she'd had on her green hat with the fur
trim, the one that matched the coat. She hadn't
worn that hat this winter when he'd seen her,
he thought.
When he climbed down into the cold air from
the cab he saw that the lights were blinking
out in the dance-hall. The snow under his feet
was soft and fluffy and white as he walked back
toward the corner. Other people ran.
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KENYON'S QUOTA FILLING
Of the 296 students enrolled at Kenyon this
term, 101 had joined one of the various reserve
programs of the armed forces by October 26.
Five of these are in the Marine Reserve Corps,
forty-eight in the navy, six in the Army Air
Force Reserve, and forty-two in the Army En
listed Reserve. Every day a few more students
are being enrolled in one or the other of these
reserve corps.
Since November 1st enlistments in all but the
Army Enlisted Reserve have been closed except
to freshmen. They are still eligible for all of
the reserve programs.
Quotas for the college have been set in both
of the Army Reserves, those for the Junior and
Senior classes being now almost filled. Those
for the two lower classes have a large number
of places still open. Students are urged to en
list quickly, if they plan to do so at all.

FRESHMEN PLEDGE
The following freshmen were pledged to fra
ternities this September: Psi Upsilon: James
Searcy, Frank Elles, Ben Wandel, Richard
Horner, Jack Vrieze, Fred Whitich, John Huf
fman, William Porter, Clitas Marvin, Ted Weiant; Delta Tau Delta: Lloyd Maritz, Carl
Cooke, J. Earle Peterson, Robert Miller, John
Pritchard, Jim Graves, William Hull; Beta
Theta Pi: Pete Worthington, Dick Dunn, James
Shivas, Walker Bagby, Jim Grady, Joe Dury,
George Hull, Don McCoy, Bill Miller; Alpha
Delta Phi: Ed Goodrich, Tom Leckner, Paul
Harbison, L. Rust Hills, Jr., Richard Morrison,
Gerry Scott, Jr., Charles Campbell, Bill Schenell, Kingsley Kadey, Don Peacock, Chuck Por
ter; Delta Kappa Epsilon: Bob Kershaw, John
Stafford, Bob Syvertsen, A1 Valpey, Bill Chen
ey; Sigma Pi: A1 Easingwood, William
Greaves, Jack Maley, Reynold Semmler, Mur
ray Russell, Harry Dolan, Jim Grose, Jim McGuire, Bob Scott, Hank Patterson; Delta Phi:
James Niederman, John Coles, William Field,
Kenneth Brooks, William Burrows, Don Rem
itters, Alan Coville, Donald Benny, Darl Cassidy; Phi Kappa Sigma: Joe Kostock, Clement
Lehecka, Jerome Kaler, Howard Bradley, Wil
liam Wilson, Randell McKechnie, Bob Munson,
Clifton Eley, Bill Bowman. Non-fraternity
men include: Emory Replagle, George Masker,
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Bob Erman, Bill Dietrich, Mark Hamilton,
William Rehnquist, James Foxlow, Alan Sheppard, Bob Snowberger, William Gass, Richard
Kind and Jack Maley.

NAVAL RESERVES
Through a newly accelerated officer training
program, the Navy is offering enlarged oppor
tunities to college graduates not over 27 years
old to become commissioned Naval officers in
a special year-end midshipmen's class.
Enrollment of a class of 1,800 must be com
pleted within the next few weeks, Capt. E. S.
Root, Chicago, Midwest Director of Naval Of
ficer Procurment, has revealed.
He announced that the special school, under
the Navy's V-7 program, was ordered a few
days ago to turn out a class of ensigns ahead
of 1943 schools receiving next June's college
graduates accepted in V-7. The special school,
starting no later than January 1, will be di
vided between existing midshipmen training
centers at Northwestern and Notre Dame Uni
versities, the New York Naval Reserve Mid
shipmen's School and the United States Naval
Academy.
Men in the special class will enroll as ap
prentice seamen in V-7 for four months' train
ing in the Navy's wartime midshipmen schools.
For the first month those accepted will be ap
prentice seamen in Navy indoctrination. For
the next three they will be midshipmen.
Midshipmen completing the instruction suc
cessfully will be commissioned as ensigns in the
United States Naval Reserve. Those who fail
will be discharged to their former civilian
status or, if they choose, may remain in the
Navy in an enlisted status of their choice and
qualification.
Aside from possesing degrees, applicants
must show credit for a year of college mathe
matics. Men without that, however, may be
accepted if they agree to complete such a
course, correspondence or by personal attend
ance, within 90 days after enlistment.
Current speed in the program requires en
listments within the next few weeks. As a part
of V-7, which also applies to college undergrad
uates, this special program is open to college
seniors who will receive their degree by January 1, 1943. .
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On Prose Metaphor
(Continued from page 6)

Speaking of the "dialectic art" we should
sooner or later mention Plato, who knew all
these distinctions except perhaps the last one,
and should come especially to the dialogue of
Phaedrus.
Mr. Ransom almost called Puritanism Platonism, and this puzzled me for a long time, that
the impulse toward the pure ideal should be
the same as the impulse toward pure particu
larity, both perverse, I suppose; but Plato
might not be the last to admit such was the
case exactly:
SOCRATES. Let us turn aside here and go along
the Ilissus; then we can sit down quietly wherever
we please.
PHAEDRUS. I am fortunate, it seems, in being
barefoot: you are so always. It is easiest then for
us to go along the brook with our feet in water,
and it is not unpleasant, especially at this time of
the year and day.

This passage exhibits a considerable bit of
"pure" particularity; it is not poetry. The
dialogue goes on to a few leisurely remarks
concerning a plane tree, the breeze, the grass,
the shade, the brooklet: the purest of details.
Plato was either a Good Naturalist (a naturelover) or an efficacious moralist when he de
scended to imagedy: in either case his inten
tion was Pure. A fine example of the second
comes later in the same dialogue:
Concerning the form (of the soul) we must speak
in the following manner. To tell what it really is
would be a matter for utterly superhuman and lone
discourse, but it is within human power to describe
it briefly in a figure; let us therefore speak in that
way. We will liken the soul to the composite na
ture of a pair of winged horses and a charioteer
Now the horses and the charioteers of the gods are
all good and of good descent, but those of the other
races are mixed; and first the charioteer of the hu
man soul drives a pair, and secondly one of the
horses is noble and of noble breed, but the other
quite the opposite in breed and character. There
fore in our case the driving is necessarUy diflicult
and troublesome. ...

The image is a fine one, but if we are conscien
tious future Guardians we will not let it dis
tract us too much. We want to find out what
this Socrates is driving at; he has made it easy
for us. Does anyone return to this figure to
enjoy it after he has its tenor? No; it is splen
did but spoiled too, somehow. The poetic meta14

phor has a double function, one of which Plato
could not approve; but prose metaphor impells
us toward the ideal, or the Moral Law.

MR. BECKER
Kenyon's former Superintendent of Build
ings and Grounds, Mr. W. E. Becker, left the
Hill on July 25th to be a captain in the U. S.
Army Engineer Corps. Mr. Becker reported
for duty at Officers' Training Camp at Clai
borne, Louisiana. Captain Becker, whose home
is at 205 East Gambier Ave., Mount Vernon,
came to Kenyon on February 15th, 1938.

MEN IN MILITARY SERVICE
From former Kenyon men now in military
service come the following reports. Herman
Taussig, a Kenyon student who left college in
the fall of 1941 to enlist as a volunteer ambu
lance driver in North Africa, returned to Miami,
Fla., on June 30. Taussig, suffering from des
ert blindness, left Tobruk only five days before
its surrender, being evacuated from the port
with the nurses and other wounded men.
A conspicuously absent student last sum
mer was Bob Weaver. Bob has enlisted in the
Canadian Army, and left June 27 for Ottawa.
Before his departure, his engagement to Miss
Jean Townes, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Claytown C. Townes, Lakewood, was announced.
Miss Townes is a graduate of Flora Stone
Mather College.
Other Kenyon students who registered for
the Summer term but were called to military
service are Jim Guthrie of Middle Kenyon and
Jim Toy and Gilbert Collyer of Delta Tau
Delta.

*
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PHYSICAL TRAINING PROGRAM
Under the direction of Chuck Imel men in the
reserves and the freshmen are preparing them
selves physically to enter the armed forces. At
present the reservists are attending five days
a week while the freshmen report only three
times.
There are between 50 and 100 men enrolled
now, but the number is expected to increase
since more and more men are joining the re
serve forces due to the revision of the draft
law.
So far the training has consisted mostly of
cross-country running. The men report at
Rosse Hall at 4:30 P.M. and proceed from there
through forests, fields, across rivers, and up
hills, covering about six miles a day. This
running is supplemented by calisthenics and
practice on the obstacle course.

KENYON FOOTBALL REVIEW
The 1942 edition of the Kenyon Lords has
thus far promised to live up to the fine example
set by Rudy Kutler's first team last season. To
date the team has hung up three victories in
four starts, losing only to an undefeated Otterbein eleven at Westerville. Enlistments and
drafting threatened to weaken the squad earlier
this year, but most of last year's veterans fin
ally did return to the hill, and they are being
backed up by several promising newcomers.
Opening the campaign against Bluffton on
the third of October, the Purple and White
eleven failed to display the power of defensive
ability expected of it. Two touchdowns in the
second period proved to be the deciding margin
in the 12-6 victory. Russ Lynch snatched a
pass for the first Lord marker, and Red Le
hecka carried for the second. This brief flurry
was the extent of the Kenyon offense for the
day and the visitors threw a scare into the
home force in the final quarter when they
chalked up six points before being halted.
The following weekend the team journeyed
to Westerville to absorb a 22-0 shellacking at
the hands of a superior Otterbein eleven. The
undefeated Cardinals had the game well in
hand all the way, and Kenyon could do nothing,
playing under the handicap of the loss of Cap
tain Paul Herrick, ace runner and punter.
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Paul Herrick saw only limited service
in this game, but played long enough to toss
one of the payoff passes to Lynch. Red Lehecka
did the pitching on the other. A fine run by
Groff Collett accounted for the final Kenyon
touchdown, and place kicker George Whittaker
booted two extra points into the Lord total.
The Lords hung up their third victory on Oc
tober 24 when they whipped Hiram 23-6 on
the latter's home grounds. Captain Paul Her
rick crashed over from the one yard line to
start the scoring in the first quarter. Then in
the second period both teams pushed across
touchdowns. Andy Anderson executed the re
verse pass play so beautifully for Kenyon's
second score that Hiram used it to climax a
fifty yard march later on and also gained six
points with it. Both of the extra points were
converted after the Kenyon touchdowns; so
the count stood at 14-6 when the gun sounded
at the half.
After a rather slow third period Kenyon roll
ed on for its third score in the final period, lead
by Sparky Vail and culminated when Red
Lehecka roared over from the ten. Bill
Kindle blocked a Hiram punt shortly after and
Graves fell on it behind the home goal line for
a safety and two more points in the Lord's al
ready impressive total. Kenyon rolled up 15
first downs to Hiram's 5 and gained a net of
247 yards during the afternoon while Hiram
could garner only 147 through a strong Ken
yon defense.

YOUTH HOSTEL
Instead of a haven for Kenyon's literary
men, Douglass House was this summer a Youth
Hostel. The Gambier branch of American
Youth Hostel Inc., is administered by the fol
lowing committee headed by Coach Chuck
Imel, Mr. W. R. Ashford, Mr. Robert B. Brown,
Mr. W. E. Camp, Mrs. Russell Ball, and Mrs.
Floyd Vernon. In accordance with the national
rules of the Youth Hostels, guests are expected
to provide their own food, leave the hostel as
clean as it was upon their arrival, and refrain
from smoking and drinking on the premises. A
house mother supervises the hostel if girls hap
pen to be staying there. The overnight fee at
the hostels is 25 cents plus a five-cent fuel-andfacility fee.
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Do you yearn for a good old
home-cooked dinner?

Compliments of

Then why not enjoy a
Kokosing breakfast or dinner—
Complete breakfast
25c
Dinner, including dessert
50c

FENTON
DRY CLEANER

A good place to eat, dance week-end and
all the time. Watch your fraternity bulletin
board for menus and specials

The KOKOSING

10 E. Gambier St.

Open daily from 6:30 to midnight

K E N Y O N 'S
FIFTH WAR

Friends of Kenyon welcome
the evidence that the College
enters its fifth war-time ac
tivities with greater vigor
and resourcefulness than
in any since her President
was first Ohio volunteer in

A Staff
Request:

1861

J. S. RINGWALT CO.

I

PATRONIZE
OUR
ADVERTISERS

LESTER'S
Do you long for . . .

A Huge, Delicious Steak?

Corner of Main at Vine

Smart Styles — Men's Clothing
Sports Wear

Then Trot Down to

VAL DEAN'S
GAMBIER
SCHLITZ ON TAP

16

.

SCOTT FURNITURE CO.
Furniture — Rugs — Stoves
Phone 1367
128 S. Main St.

Mt Vernon, O.

HIKA fo

TIME IS VALUABLE

New Cleaning
Service

JIM GRANTHAM
CLEANING & PRESSING SERVICE

•

If time be of all things the most prec
ious, wasting time must be the great
est prodigality, since lost time is
never found again; and what we call
time enough always proves little
enough. Let us then be up and doing,
and doing to the purpose; so by dili
gence shall we do more with less per
plexity.—Franklin.

THREE DAY SERVICE
CALL FOR AND DELIVER
JOB PRINTING - PROCESS COLOR PRINTING

•

GUARANTEED SATISFACTION

•

MODERN FACTORY CLEANING

•

EXPERT PRESSING & SERVICE

PUBLICATIONS

MANUFACTURING
THE PRINTERS
CO.

GENERAL DRY CLEANERS

MOUNT VERNON. OHIO

Mt. Vernon
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Look Lads, we've got
something that anti-freeze
won't antidote. Keep your
corpuscles comfy with
some of our winter wonder
woolies. It's you or Jack
Frost. We're a-waitin' to
bundle you up — and so is
Jack.

® CDngraving

~jambier (DJ I.
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One Block North of Public Square

tone:

The College Shop
BASEMENT, PEIRCE HALL

•

CLAUDETTE COLBERT is doing a grand job in the Volunteer Army Canteen Service (VACS to the boys)
You should see her starring in the new Paramount Picture "PALM BEACH STORY"
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KEEP EIM SATISFIED
Milder.. Cooler.. Better-Tasting Cigarettes
... that's what smokers ask for.. and that's
CHESTERFIELD. Milder when you smoke a lot..
Cooler when the going's hot.. and Better-Tasting
all the time! Buy CHESTERFIELDS hy the carton
and treat the boys and yourself to more smoking
pleasure than you've ever known ...
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